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Under what conditions on an edge-coloring of a complete graph can it be 
embedded in an affine space over GF(2) in such a way that two edges have 
the same color if and only if they are parallel? Necessary conditions are that 
each vertex lies on at most one edge of each color, and the “parallelogram 
property” (if {a, b} -{c, d} then {a, c} -lb, d}); these are not sufficient. In 
this paper, several sufficient conditions are given, including one depending on 
the classification of graphs with the “triangle property” by Shult and Seidel. 
I f  a coloring is embeddable, its automorphisms are all induced by affine trans- 
formations; this is used to study colorings with doubly transitive automorphism 
groups. Connections with coding theory, elliptic geometry, and difference sets 
are mentioned. 
An edge-culorin.g of the complete graph on the vertex set X is delked 
here in the graph-theoretic sense-every Z-subset of X is assigned a color, 
and no two subsets having a common vertex are assigned the same color. 
If / X j = M, an e~ge-~o~o~~~~ requires at least ri - 1 colors; it is called 
~i~i~~z~~ if exnclly n --. I colors are used. 
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edge-coloring with the parallelogram property must be an affine line- 
parallelism (see [2], or Corollary 2.3 of this paper). 
An edge-coloring of the complete graph on X is called embeddable 
if X can be identified with a subset of an affine space over GF(2) in such 
a way that two edges have the same color if and only if they are parallel. 
Clearly the parallelogram property is a necessary condition for em- 
beddability; we shall see that it is not sufficient. This raises the question of 
finding sufficient conditions. Some results will be given in Sections 2 and 3. 
An automorphism of an edge-coloring is a permutation on X mapping 
pairs of edges of the same color into pairs with the same color. We shall 
see that if the coloring is embeddable, then any automorphism is induced 
by an affine transformation; in Section 4, some results are given to indicate 
how this consequence of embeddability is useful in studying edge-colorings 
with doubly transitive automorphism groups. 
In the remainder of this section, I give two reformulations of the 
embeddability question. 
Given an edge-coloring on X with the parallelogram property, let 
B be the collection of all sets which are unions of two distinct edges of 
the same color. Then 9’ is a collection of 4-subsets of X with the properties: 
(i) Any two members of B have at most two common points; 
(ii) if two members of B have two common points, then their 
symmetric difference is in 9’. 
Any collection 9 of 4-subsets of X satisfying (i) and (ii) will be called 
a set qfparallelograms on X. Given a set of parallelograms, we can recover 
the edge-coloring with the parallelogram property by giving two edges 
the same color whenever their union is in 9. So the two concepts are 
equivalent. The coloring is embeddable if X can be identified with a subset 
of an affine space over GF(2) in such a way that B is the set of affine 
planes contained in X. (In the vector space formulation, an affine plane 
is a set of four vectors with sum 0.) The automorphism group is just the 
group of permutations of X preserving the set of parallelograms. 
The set of all subsets of X forms a vector space over GF(2) (addition 
is symmetric difference, and zero is the empty set). The weight of a vector 
is its cardinality, and a linear code is a vector subspace. If, as is usual, we 
take a basis for this space consisting of the singletons, then any set is 
represented by its characteristic function, and the weight of a vector is 
its number of nonzero components. (See [5].) 
THEOREM 1.1. An edge-coloring with. the parallelogram property is 
embeddable if and only if the parallelograms are precisely the uectors of 
minimum nonzero weight in the subspace they generate. 
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Proqf Suppose the coloring is embeddable. With the vector space 
formulation, any parallelogram is a set of four vectors with sum zero. 
Any element of the linear code generated by the parallelograms is a sym- 
metric difference of paral~elograms~ and so is a subset of X of even 
cardinality with sum zero. Such a set must contain at least four vectors; 
if it contains exactly four, then it is an athne plane contained in X, and 
so a parallelogram. 
Conversely, let V be the vector space of subsets of X, and W the linear 
code generated by the parallelograms; suppose that any vector of minimum 
weight in W is a parallelogram. In the vector space V/W, identify X with 
the image of the set of singletons under the canonic epimorphism. Then any 
set of four elements of X with sum zero corresponds to the vector of 
weight 4 in W (that is, a parallelogram), and conversely. So X is 
embeddable. 
This shows that the embedding, if it exists, is “essentially unique.” 
Also, suppose g is an automorphism of an embeddable coloring on X. 
Then g induces a linear transformation on I/; the subspace W is invariant 
under g, so g induces a linear transformation of V/W fixing the set X. 
Thus, any automorphism of X is induced by an affine transformation. 
(Note that, if g: .‘c i--2 x,4 + v is an atline transformation on a vector 
space &’ over F, then V can be embedded in V @ P as {(II, 1) j o E V:, 
and g is induced by the linear transformation g: (x, a) H- (xA + av, a). 
Conversely, if a linear transformation on W fixes every coset of a 
subspace of codimension 1, it induces an afhne transformation on each 
coset.) 
The set of lines of the projective plane of order 3 is obviously a set of 
para~leiogranls. owever, the linear code generated by the lines consists 
of ah vectors of even weight; so the corresponding edge-coloring is not 
embeddable. In general, the question of determining the minimum weight 
of a linear code is a difficult one, so Theorem 1.1 should be regarded as 
a translation of the problem rather than a solution. 
In this connection, the following result is worth noting 
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(ii) Suppose jP, rlP,I = 1; say Pl = ix, Yl 9 Yz > Yd, 
Pz = {x, q , z2 , z3). Then I(P, a PJ n P, j 3 3. If P, contains (yl , y, , y3}, 
then P, = PI and S = Pz . Otherwise we may suppose P3 = ( yl, yz , q , w}. 
Then ix, ~~1, Cvl 3 uz> and {zl , w} have the same color, as do {z, , z3}, 
b, zd, and IY, , wj; so S = { y3 , z2 , z, , w} is a parallelogram. 
(iii) Suppose PI n P, = m; then 1 P, n (PI u PJl > 4. If P, 
contains three points of PI then P, = PI, S = P2 . Otherwise we may 
suppose I P, n P, 1 = 2, and we recover case (i) by a change of notation. 
The corresponding condition for t = 4 does not hold in general, but 
is not strong enough to imply embeddability; so no further progress 
in this direction is possible. Counterexamples are given by the following 
sets of parallelograms. 
{{L2,3,41, (1, 5,6,7), {2,5,8,9>, {3,6,8, lo>>; 
GL2, 3,4L (1, 5, 6,713 (235, f&9>, {3,6, 10, 111, (7, 8, 10, 12)). 
2. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR E~EDDABILITY 
The fact that the parallelogram property implies embeddability for 
minimal edge-colorings, and the counterexamples in Section 1, suggest 
looking for sufficient conditions of the form “there are sufficiently many 
edges of each color.” Such conditions are given in this section. 
Three colors are said to form a triple if there exists a triangle whose 
eges are colored with those three colors. 
LEMMA 2.1. Two colors are contained in at most one triple. 
ProoJ: Figure 1. 
4 5 
d d C2 
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e2 
FIGURE 1 
THEOREM 2.2. An edge-coloring with the parallelogram property is 
embeddable ifit satisfies the condition that, for any three colors not forming 
a tiple, there is a vertex lying on edges of all three colors. 
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ProojP: We may suppose j A’ / > 4. The hypothesis implies in particular 
that any two colors are contained in a triple; so the triples are the blocks 
of a Steiner triple system whose points are the colors. This sytem has the 
property that, if C, ? c2 , c3 are colors which do not form a triple, and 
@I, c‘,z P 4, PI 9 4 9 4, and (4 , cZ , c,: are triples, then (L& , L& , c&) is 
a triple (Fig. 2). 
FIGURE 2 
Then, by the theorem of Veblen and Young [lo], the Steiner triple 
system is a projective geometry over the field F = GF(2). This means that 
we can identify the colors with the nonzero vectors in a vector space V 
over E; in such a way that the triples are the sets of three vectors with sum 
zero. 
Select a point x E A’, and identify it with any vector .x E I/. Then, for 
any y E X, identify y with x + c,,, , where c,,,,~ E V is the color of 
the edge (x, y). We must show that, for any y, z E X, y + z = c~,~ ~ 
This is clear if y = x or z 7 x. Ckherwise, {c,,, , c~,~ , c,*,} is a triple, 
SO c,., 1 c,,, + c,,, x 0; also c,,~ z x -+ y, c,,, := x -I- 2. The result 
follows. 
582ajk/z-6 
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(ii) if (cl , ce, d3}, (cl , dz , cg} and (4 , c2 , cd are triples then {dl , dz , d3} 
is a triple. The proof then continues as in Theorem 2.2. 
(i) Let c and d be colors, and select edges {x1 , x2> and {y, , yz} 
of these colors. If these edges are not disjoint, then c and d are contained 
in a triple; so suppose they are disjoint. Let fi be the color of (xi, ~~1, 
i = 1,2. Then y, lies on an edge of one of the colors c, fi , fi . If {yz , z} 
has colorfi then {xi, z} has color d. In any case, c and d are contained in 
a triple {c, d, e}. The argument in fact shows more: applying it with each 
of Xl 3 x2 , y, replacing y2 , we see that either one of the edges {x1 , x2} 
and {vl , y2} is contained in a {c, d, e}-colored paralellogram, or both are 
contained in {c, d, e}-colored triangles. 
(ii) Let {cl, c2 , d,}, {cl, dz , c,}, and (4 , c2, es} be triples, and 
suppose for a contradiction that (4 , d, , d3} is not a triple. Then, as in 
the previous theorem, no point lies on edges of colors c1 , c2 , cQ . If there 
exists a (cl , c2 , d,}-colored parallelogram, then none of its points lies 
on a c,-colored edge; so, by the last remark in (i), any c,-colored edge 
is contained in {q , d2 , ca}- and (4 , c2 , c,}-colored parallelograms, a 
contradiction. Thus there is no parallelogram colored with any of the 
three triples. Applying the remark again, any c,-colored edge lies in 
triangles of colors {cl , dz, c& and (dl, ca , es), and so on. But this forces 
a (4 , dz, ds}-colored triangle (Fig. 3). 
c3 Cl dz 
(i’4 
5 4 J, Cz 
d2 
FIGURE 3 
The last part of the proof of Theorem 2.2 shows the following. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose an edge-coloring on X with the parallelogram 
property has the property that the set of colors can be identi$ed with a 
subset of a projective geometry over GF(2) in such a way that any triple is 
a line. Then X is embeddable. 
This suggests that it may be possible to find weaker sufficient conditions 
by studying embeddability of partial Steiner triple systems in projective 
geometries. 
Before stating and proving the next condition, we develop a connection 
between the parailelogram property and two-graphs. 
A two-graph on X is a. collection T of 3-subsets of X with the property 
that, given any 4-subset of X, an even number of its 3-subsets belong to T. 
For a survey of two-graphs, see [S]. A subset of X is coherent if all its 
Ssubsets belong to T. Given a coherent subset Y and a point x $ Y, it 
is easy to see that there is a partition of Y into two parts such that, for 
yI , y, E Y, (x, y, , y& E T’if and only if y, and y, belong to the same part of 
the partition. (We admit the possibility that one of the parts is empty- this 
occurs if and only if Y u {x> is coherent.) A 4-subset Y is even if it is 
coherent and any point outside Y induces a partition into sets of even 
cardinality. (If Y = (a, b, c, d>, this condition can be written (a, b, x) E T e 
{c, d, x} E T for all x $ Y.) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Y, , Y, be men 4.-subsets of X in a two-graph T. 
(i) If 1 Y, n Yz / : 3 then (Yl n Y2) u {x} E Tfor all x 6 I', A Y2. 
(ii) Jfl m/l n Y, 1 = 2 then Y, A Y, is even. 
Proof. (i) Let Y, = (a, b, c, d}, Y, = {a, b, C, e>. YI v Y, is coherent, 
so (a, d, e), {b, d, e>, {c, d, e) E T. For x $ Yl u Y,: 1 (x, c, d) E 7’ - 
(x, u, b) E T -j (x, c, e} E T> and (c, d, c> E T, so (x, d, e> E T. 
(ii) Let Y, = {n, b, c, d}, Yz =- {a, b, e,f)~ TThen (e, n, b} E 7; so 
(e, c, d) E T, and so on; thus (c, cl, e,S} is coherent. We have (n, c? ar’) E T 
and {a, e,f) E T, and similarly with b replacing a. For x $ Y, u Yz 7 we 
have {.Y, c’, dj E T 9 {x, a, 6) E T <’ {x, e; f> E T. So {c, ds e, ,f) is even. 
A IWO-graph T is ckgenerafe if there are points -Y, y with (x, y, z) t T 
for all z q! (.?c, y>, and is nondegemwzte otherwise. From the lemma we 
have the following. 
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Concerning (3), there will be an affirmative answer if any coherent 
3-set is contained in an even 4-set, since then T is the set of all 3-subsets 
of parallelograms. In this case, much more can be said: we have the 
following theorem, due to Shult [9] and Seidel [7]. 
THEOREM A. Let T be a nondegenerate two-graph with the property 
that any member of T is contained in an even d-subset. Then either 
(i) T=@,or 
(ii) there is a vector space V over GF(2) and a nondegenerate alter- 
nating bilinear form B on V, such that X can be identljied either with all 
of V or with the set of zeros of a quadratic form associated with B, and 
T = {{x, Y, 4 I B(x, Y> + WY, 4 + B(z, 4 = 01. 
The two-graphs in the two cases in (ii) are called symplectic and 
orthogonal respectively; we denote the edge-colorings by the same words. 
We have 1 X / = 22t or 22t-1 ifs 2t-1 in the two cases. These colorings are 
embeddable. (For the orthogonal colorings this is clear, since the parallelo- 
grams are precisely the totally isotropic planes, and any plane contained 
in a quadric must be totally isotropic. For the symplectic colorings, 
let F = GF(2), and define an addition on V x P by the rule (v, a) + (w, b) = 
(U + w, a + b + B(v, w)). It is easily checked that this makes V x F 
a vector space over F. Embed X in V x F as the set {(v, 0) j u E V}. Then, 
for any x, y, z, V, we have (x, 0) + (y, 0) + (z, 0) = (x + y + z, 0) if 
and only if {x, y, z} E T.) 
We conclude this section by translating the hypotheses of Theorem A 
into conditions on the edge-coloring, obtaining a theorem equivalent to 
the Shult-Seidel theorem. Three colors form a strong triple if there is a 
parallelogram whose edges are colored with those colors. Every strong 
triple is a triple, but the converse is not true. Also it is not true that, if 
the edges of a triangle are colored with a strong triple of colors, then the 
triangle is contained in a parallelogram. (In fact this condition is implied 
by the hypotheses of Theorem 3.3.) 
THEOREM 3.3. An edge-coloring on X with the parallelogram property 
is symplectic or orthogonal (and hence embeddable) if and only if the 
following conditions hold. 
(0 47 (6 , c2 ,c37/ is a strong triple, then any point lies on edges of 
either just one or all three of the colors c1 , c2 , c3 ; 
(ii) for any color c, there are at least two c-colored edges and at least 
one point not on a c-colored edge. 
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Boof. Let {x, y, z) be a triangle, the colors of whose edges form a 
strong triple. Each of its vertices lies on edges of two of these colors, and 
so lies on an edge of the third. color also; that is, (x, y, zj is contained in 
a ~ara~lelogram. 
Let T be the set of 3-subsets of parallelograms. Let {x, y, z, w> be any 
4-s&. If it is a parallelogram, then all of its 3-subsets belong to P, so 
suppose not. Suppose (x, y, a} E T. Then w lies on edges of one or all of 
the colors of the edges of (x, y, z>, whence one or all of {x, yI w}, (y, z, w>, 
(z, x, w} belongs to T. So 7’ is a two-graph. By (ii) it is nondegenerate and 
nonnull. 
If (a, b, c, d} is a parallelogram and x F$ {n, b, c, d}, then (a, b, x) E T CJ x 
is on an edge of the color of (a, 6) e {c, d, x} E T. So any parallelogram 
is an even 4-set, and the hypotheses of Theorem A are satisfied. 
The converse is easy. 
It is worth noting that there is an edge-coloring which is not symplectic 
or orthogonal, satisfying (ii) and the weaker condition (i)‘: If (cI , cg , cQ) 
is a strong triple, then any point lies on edges of none, one or all of 
Cl 7 cz 2 c, . It has 1 X j = 64 and is a refinement of the symplectic coloring. 
It admits a doubly transitive automorphism group (as do all the symplectic 
aud orthogonal colorings). 
Suppose an edge-coloring on X admits a triply transitive automor~hism 
group. It is easy to see that, either no two edges have the same color, 
or the coloring is minimal. In the latter case, it is shown in [2] that, except 
for a unique exa~~p~e with ! X j = 6, the ~ara~lelogra~~~ property holds, 
whence the coloring is the afhne lin~~~ara~~elism. How mu& of this can 
be salvaged if the group is only assumed doubly transitive? 
First, there are numerous examples to show that the coloring need not 
be trivial or minimal, so we must work with general colorings. Second, 
it is much more d~~~~~~ to determine the colorings not satisfying the 
~ra~~l~~~~ran~ property. (From any e~e~lle~t~ry abelian group A we can 
construct an exampie by giving (CI, b) and (c, d) the same color ~b~~ever 
cvhenever a .~I 6 :.> (- 1.. cl. There is also a minimaI e ge-~Qlor~ng ml 12 
pOilltS iyiih a doubly tTMflci’;” * LIre gronp.) so let ns assLim that the paralielo- 
ty holds. The coloring may not be e~~beddable~ The counter- 
(2, 3) of Section I has a doubly transitive group. However, 
if it is ~mb~ddable~ then its ~0~~~1~ transitive auto~~or~hism group is 
inducxd by a group ofaf%ne tra~~~f~r~~at~o~~, The next. theorem shows how 
this reformation can be used, 
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Let G be a group and H a subgroup of G. A subset X of G is called a 
relative dzfirence set (relative to H) if any element of G - His expressible 
equally often in the form xy-l (x, y, X), while no element of H except the 
identity is so expressible. If H = (11, then X is called a difirence set, 
and has the property that its translates under G are the blocks of a sym- 
metric design. If H is a normal subgroup of G (in particular, if G is abelian), 
and X is a relative difference set (relative to H), then distinct elements of X 
lie in distinct cosets of H, and the set of such cosets is a difference set 
in G/H. Any group has trivial difference sets (the empty set, singletons, 
and complements of these). It is known (see [6]) that a nontrivial difference 
set in an elementary abelian group of order 2” has size 22t-1 & 2t-1, 
where m = 2t. The set of zeros of a nondegenerate quadratic form on a 
vector space over GF(2) is an example; there are many others. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a spanning subset of an afine geometry over 
F = GF(2), with 1 X 1 = n. Suppose that 
(i) the group of permutations on X induced by afine transformations 
is doubly transitive; 
(ii) X contains at least n4J5 members of some parallel class. Then X 
is a relative d@erence set in the translation group of the geometry, and 
1 X j = 2t, 2t - 1, or 22t-1 & 2t-1for some integer t. 
Proof. Suppose X satisfies the hypothesis. On the vector space V OF, 
define a graph I’ in which (v, a) and (w, b) are adjacent whenever 
v + w  E X and a + b = 1. Let Y C V consist of those v for which (0, 0) 
and (v, 0) are joined by a path of length 2 in r, that is those v E V 
expressible as x + y for some x, y E X, x # y. We must show that any 
such v is expressible equally often in this form and that V - Y is an 
additive subgroup of V. 
Since X is a spanning subset, the graph is connected. It clearly admits 
as automorphisms all translations of V @ F and all linear transformations 
fixing the set r(O) = {(x, 1) 1 x E X}. We saw in Section 1 that the latter 
set can be identified with the set of all alTine transformations of V fixing X, 
and so it is doubly transitive on r(O). Thus the automorphism group of r 
is transitive on paths of length 2. 
From the double transitivity condition, it is clear that any element of Y 
is expressible equally often (say k times) as the difference of two elements 
of X, where +k is the number of members contained in X of some parallel 
class of lines (so k > 2n4i6). So any two vertices of r at distance 2 are 
joined by k paths of length 2. It is shown in [l] that the inequality on k 
implies that either (0) u Y = V or ((v, 0) 1 v E V - Y} is a block of 
imprimitivity for the automorphism group G of the graph. But G contains 
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the translation group of I/ @ F, acting regularly; any block of imprimi- 
tivity for a regular group is the set of images of a point under a subgroup. 
Thus, in either case, V - Y is a subgroup of the additive group of V. 
Even if X is a power of 2, X need not be a subspace-our embedding of 
the symplectic colouring shows this. It seems likely that further progress 
in characterizing the possible sets and groups could be made. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The corlclusions of Theorem 4. I remain true if (ii) is 
replaced by the condition 
(ii)’ j X 1 > L?s~~~, wlzere s is the number of points in the geometry. 
Proof. There are s - 1 parallel classes, and $z(n - 1) pairs of points 
of X, so X contains at least n(n - 1)/2(s - 1) members of some parallel 
class. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Suppose an edge-coloring with the parallelogram 
property has a doubly transitive automorphism group, and sntisjies the 
condition that, for any color, more than two-thirds sf the points lie on edges 
of that color. Then the coloring is the qfine line-parallelism or is obtained 
from it by deleting one point. 
Proof. The coloring is embeddable, by Corollary 2.3, and so X is a 
relative difference set, by Theorem 4.1. Then the numerical conditions 
rule out all but the trivial difference sets. 
Given a set B of parallelograms on {I,..., n), consider the set .Y of 
lines through the origin in IF? (with ortbonor~~al basis (el ,.~., e,7L}) spanned 
by the following vectors of length 2. (* 2e, / 1 < i z< n) U { $ e, * e+ + 
e, -1.: eI j (i,,j, k, I> E 91. Y has the properties 
(i) any two members of P are at an angle of 90”, 60”, or arccos 4; 
(ii) if two lines in .c/ make an angle of 60”, then the third line in 
their piane making an angie of 60" with both is also in Y. Thus .cb' is 
""star-closed" with respect to the angle 40" (see [3J). Converselyl a set of 
lines with properties (i) and (ii) arises in this way if (and only if) it contains 
a set *8 of rn~t~a~ly ~er~el~dicnlar lines which span UP and make angles 
90” or 60” with all lines in ,Y. 
To produce as many Iines as possible, for given M, we want as many 
vertices as possible to lie on edges of each color. Thus the best system 
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(of rz + n(n - l)(n - 2)/3 lines in W) arises when Y is the set of all 
planes in AG(d, 2), with n = 2d. It is easy to see that this system is maximal 
with respect to (i) if d > 6. For d = 2, 3, the angle arccos Q does not 
occur, and the system of lines is the root system of type D, or Es, respec- 
tively [3]. For d = 4, the set is contained in a larger set of lines satisfying 
(i) and (ii). Let H be the extended Hamming code of length 16 (see [5]); 
we can assume the set of coordinate places is the point set of AG(4,2). 
Adjoin to Y the lines spanned by (+ C Eiei / ei = -&I, the positions where 
-1 occurs form a word of H.} This produces 16 + 1120 + 1024 = 2160 
lines in UP; this is the maximum possible satisfying (i) according to the 
“special bound” of [4]. For d = 5, a set of 32 + 9920 + 63488 = 73440 
lines in R32 satisfying (i) and (ii) can be produced by applying this con- 
struction to each hyperplane of AG(5,2). 
It should be mentioned that a similar construction also produces 
sets of lines satisfying (i) and (ii). Let 0 be a collection of g-subsets of 
u,..., n> with the property that for S, , S, E 0, 1 S, n S, 1 = 0, 2 or 4, 
while / S, n S, 1 = 4 implies S, n S, E 0. Then the lines spanned by 
{fei-&eJ1 <i<j<n}and(+Cqei/Ei=Oor&l;positionswhere 
.zi # 0 form an element of 0, an even number of ei = -l} satisfy (i) 
and (ii). For y2 = 8, 1 0 ) = 1, this gives E, again. For n = 16, with Q 
the set of hyperplanes of AG(4,2), it gives 240 + 1920 = 2160 lines in 
RP, attaining the “special bound” again.l For n = 24, with 0 the set of 
octads in the extended Golay code [5], it produces 552 + 48576 = 49128 
lines in i?P*; but this is not best possible, since the Leech lattice contains 
a set of 98280 such lines [4]. 
Sets satisfying (i) and (ii) in which the angle arccos $ does not occur 
were all determined in [3]. These examples suggest that the classification 
problem without this restriction is considerably more difficult. 
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